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THE BASIS

PREDICTING
Testing,

correlations,
experimenting

DESCRIBING
Exploring and visualizing

COLLECTING
Retrieving and cleaning data

STARTING
Digitizing and (centrally) storing data
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PERSONAS SME DATALAB
After filling out the Data Jump Start, you know, based on the personas, 
which level you have as an entrepreneur in working with data.

01 02 03 04

BEGINNER
”The Egg”

Does not have any 
experience with Data 

Science and needs help to 
even start collecting data. 

GATHERER
”The Squirrel”

Collects data, has 
however difficulties clea-
ning and centrally storing 
the data to prepare the 

data for further analyses.

DESCRIBER
”The Pirate”

Has access to all 
relevant data, analyzes 
the data, however, does 
not have the capacity or 

knowled-ge to make 
predictive analyses.

PREDICTOR
”The Fortune Teller”

Able to make predictive 
analyses and has the need 

to get insights into the 
newest developments in 

the field of Data Science.

EXPERT
”The King”

Totally aware of the deve-
lopments and possibilities 
in the area of Data Scien-
ce, there is just a need for 
extra short-term capacity.
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DATA BRAINWAVE CANVAS

DATA
Which data do you currently have? Examples include client 
data, financial data and market data. List these data types and 
the systems they are stored in.

EXPERTISE
What data science capabilities do you have? Where would you 
require assistance? Examples of data science capabilities 
include data extraction, data visualisation and data analysis.

COMMITMENT 
How committed is your organization to start working on a data 
science project? Who in your organization is on board and who 
is not?

CULTURE 
How would you describe your organization’s attitude towards wor-
king with data? Do people working in your organization feel com-
fortable in working with data-science technologies? Do they resist 
the implementation of new tools or are they open to innovation?

REGULATION
Is your organization aware of the regulations pertaining to data ma-
nagement and data analysis such as the GDPR? Do you currently 
process personal data? Who might be negatively affected by your 
data science efforts?

SOFTWARE
What types of software are currently in use at your organiza-
tion? Examples include Microsoft Dynamics Navision, Microsoft 
Office, Google Docs, SAS and SPSS.

PARTNERS
Is your organization currently supported by an external 
Information Technology Partner? What services do they provide 
and would they be open to collaborate on a data science 
project?

BUDGET
How much budget would you have available to invest in a data 
science project? What internal stakeholders would be involved?

CHALLENGES
What tasks currently take up a lot of your time and resources? What pains do the people in your organization experience? Where do you 
see opportunities to work with the data you have? What external data sources would you like to add to your own data?

RESULTS
When would the data science project be a success? Examples include cost-savings or a revenue increase. What deliverables would 
you expect from the data science project? Who will be the user of the outcomes of the project?

This work is partly taken from the original canvas developed by Kolkman, D. en R. Sneep (2019), Data-Driven Boost Canvas.

Add name, surname, organization etc.
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